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Disappointment?

has anything changed?

RIO+20
Mohammad Heads for the Mountain

- From the Middle, Out
- Getting the Grass Roots Going
A Call to Action

• Equity
• Localism
• Global Citizens Movement
Peoples’ Sustainability Manifesto

• Time for the Sustainability Transition: navigating our planetary phase
• Equity: the foundation of a sustainable society
• A New Social Order: the necessary governance architecture for a just and equitable society
• A New Ecological Order: honourable lifestyles and livelihoods that respect our planet
• A New Economic Order: a system of sustainable economies
Key Principles

• 1: The Earth Integrity and Planetary Boundaries Principle
• 2: The Resilience-by-Localization Principle
• 3: The Equity, Dignity and Justice Principle
• 4: The Inclusive Governance Principle
• 5: Beyond-GDP and the Sufficiency Principle
• 7: Internalizing Externalities and the Precautionary-Polluter-Pays Principle
• 8: The Restitution of Natural Capital and Human Capital Principle
Another World is Possible

http://sustainabilitytreaties.org/pst-manifesto/
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